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Information:

Name: Earth Wind Fire

Theme: Fantasy

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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5 pop bumpers

2 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

3 ramps

4-bank spot targets (2)

4-bank drop targets (2)
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Developer:
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This racer is easy, very easy, way toooOOoooo easy. Perfect for kids though any normal gamer will get real bored real fast.
Music is awesome with real colorful worlds and a variety of racing types from car races, boats, and airplanes. There are diff
modes from getting cupcakes to time trials but their all very very simple.
This game could have been great for all players with 2 simple fixes. Adding a difficulty setting, and adding online racing.
Without those there is no challenge for regular gamers. Controller support is wonky, works in some menus while not in other
menus.
Rating For Childrens: 10/10 Value: $9.99
Rating For Everyone: 01/10 Value: $0.99. This game needs a lot of work, but it's the most fun I've had in a game in a long time.
Even with all the bugs and crashes it's still worth picking up.. IN' THING SUCKS!. Worth the price for the Maserati 250Fs
alone- Perfect for playing out Fangio throttle steering fantasies at Monza.

Italians make the greatest cars, and greatest car simulations evidently!. to help the dev(s).
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I really wanted to like this game, but the User Interface is really clumsy and not fun to work with at all.

The challenges start simple enough, but rapidly grow in difficulty and scope, to the point that I'm still not sure how to clear the
next puzzles I have access to.

The UI needs a complete overhaul.. A very challenging game, this isnt some ordinary puzzle game. Its a game involve
platforming and thinking with force fields, similar matter to thinking with portals in Portal games. But this game is far more
difficult and can be frustrating at times. But with some patience and understanding, you can get through it. But be warned, some
levels CAN be difficult and there is no manual saving, you have to go through checkpoints to save when you die. Otherwise,
you'll have to start all over on that obstacle. Your progress is saved when you complete a obstacle of course so no worries about
that if you are concerned about saving overall, but good luck when making progress... Enjoy!. First challenging DLC out of the
bunch. Mission takes place only during the first era. So you have to finish the mission before your mandate runs out. The
randomness of the mandate length bonuses\/penalties and the constant earthquake distasters make it a challenge.

. The only option that works for me is the direct URL download - none of the other features work at all. I cannot create an
account on their site - it fails every time - which means I cannot contact them for support.

This is a complete waste of time and money - they are not interested in helping, just taking money.

If they care at all, they will contact me to help fix their software.
. I understand the reviews now. You can play a 2D version of this for free on your phone. Save your time and money and skip
it.. ha-ha，I put an electric fan in front of me when i play,It feels wonderful My smile can show I'm lost in skiing.
Although Horizontal speed is too fast,I had a lot of fun.. Abe is a passive experience that places you right in the hot seat. It's a
tension builder with a bit of gruesome thrown in, but I wouldn't call it scary. It reminded me very much of an old Tales From the
Crypt style of storytelling and if you knew me you'd know that is high praise! Really looking forward to what's to follow.. I
haven't played too much of this game yet, but what I've played of it is fantastic! The movement feels great, and there are
interesting and unique gameplay elements the likes of which I had yet to see. I highly recommend it!
EDIT: After more gameplay, I am still more than thrilled. I plan to eventually figure out an optimal path to the game and start to
speedrun it.. I cant use my joystick in the game.... Our 4-player couch has never gotten that loud before.
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